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Susan Dennehy: Hello and welcome to this week’s podcast with me, Susan Dennehy. 

This week we’re taking a look at the results of our recent survey 

looking at tackling absence effectively. 

 With me to discuss the survey is the author of the survey and senior 

HR practice editor, Noelle Murphy. Hello Noelle. 

Noelle Murphy: Hi Sue. 

Susan Dennehy: Can you tell us Noelle about the survey? What’s it about in a 

nutshell? [0:00:30.0] 

Noelle Murphy: In a nutshell, what we’re trying to do is figure out what works for 

employers when they’re trying to manage both long-term and short-

term sickness absence, and to manage it effectively to minimise the 

absence in order to get people back to work within as timely a 

manner as possible. 

Susan Dennehy: And we know from your previous research that the average cost to 

the employer per employee is £561, so it’s a substantial saving for 

employers that get it right. [0:00:56.2] 

Noelle Murphy: Yeah, it is. You can never fully eliminate sickness absence obviously, 

but you can certainly manage it effectively. There is that cost, but 

alongside that, short-term sickness absence can be very disruptive 

for teams (it’s more difficult to plan for), whereas long-term sickness 

absence brings its own challenges. You can get somebody in to cover 

perhaps more easily. It’s the whole process of managing somebody 

who is on long-term sickness absence and trying to encourage them 

back to work in a timely fashion, but also trying to encourage them 

back to full productivity where that’s possible. 

Susan Dennehy: What were the most and least effective methods for managing 

sickness? Shall we start by looking at the most effective? [0:01:36.5]

  

Noelle Murphy: For all organisations, the most effective means of managing absence 

was improving line managers’ buy-in to take an active role in absence 

management. 

Susan Dennehy: And you say “buy-in” there. How do you get line manager buy-in? 

[0:01:49.4] 

Noelle Murphy: It’s about encouraging engagement in the whole absence process. 

The second most effective means was introducing a new or revised 
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absence policy. Having an absence policy has to be the starting point 

because then you can present it to line managers and to employees. 

Line managers can be aware of what their role is in the process, 

understand the full implications of sickness absence, what it means to 

the organisation and also what they can do to manage it proactively. 

 We saw that in our findings for the first time this year, providing line 

managers with training in sickness absence management was in the 

top five and was the third most popular means of managing sickness 

absence. 

 So this tells us that HR are moving away from just holding line 

managers responsible for managing sickness absence and they are 

now trying to proactively engage them in the process through training 

programmes, and giving them the skills to deal with managing 

sickness absence, because it can be difficult for line managers, both 

on a short-term and a long-term scale. Short-term sickness absence 

means they may have to have quite difficult conversations with 

people and long-term sickness absence means they might be dealing 

with a condition or an illness or something that they have had no 

experience of previously - get a grasp of all the kind of support 

initiatives that might be useful for the employee. And a line manager 

can sometimes have to do this a little bit in isolation. They are very 

much the centre point for all the support initiatives, as well as HR, as 

well as the individual. 

 Then there’s the managing the individual back to work from a long-

term sickness absence, so taking them through a phased return, 

ensuring there’s enough support there in place. And then if the 

individual does come back or isn’t able to come back, it’s managing 

the process at that stage. 

Susan Dennehy: There’s an awful lot to grapple with there, isn’t there? What was the 

main, popular... [0:03:42.7] 

Noelle Murphy: So the most popular was improving line managers’ buy-in. And then 

we had introducing a new or revised absence policy. 

 Now this is a funny one because the absence policy appears in the 

most effective and also the least effective, and that really depends on 

where an organisation is with its absence policy. 

Susan Dennehy: What sort of things are you thinking about there? [0:04:02.5] 

Noelle Murphy: Well, for example, it might have a very well-established absence 

policy and has seen no need to change it or to revise it, therefore it 

would be changed for the sake of change and not necessarily going 

to help to manage absence. Or an organisation might have decided to 

focus very much on absence, make it a priority for the coming year, 

and so has spent some time revising its absence policy, particularly, 

say, to include things like a wellbeing programme and to make it more 

rounded. It can’t be there in isolation, it has to be done as part of an 

overall programme. And starting a dialogue about not only managing 

absence but encouraging wellbeing within an organisation, within 

employees. 
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Susan Dennehy: And was there anything new this year that you haven’t seen 

previously? [0:04:49.3] 

Noelle Murphy: Yeah. We saw in the top five most effective means, for the first time, 

providing absence statistics to line managers. We would say that it’s 

following the agenda of HR analytics or HR metrics, that’s very much 

there within the profession, where organisations and particular HR 

practitioners, are really keen to gather key HR metrics so that they 

can measure and manage things more effectively within the function 

and also within organisations. 

 But also there’s no getting away from the fact that having actual 

figures to show to a line manager is a very important way of 

reinforcing the message of why it is important to manage absence 

effectively. It allows them to see how their own department is 

functioning but it can also allow them to benchmark themselves 

against other departments within the organisation. 

Susan Dennehy: Return-to-work interviews. Where did that come in the spectrum for 

least or most effective? [0:05:49.3] 

Noelle Murphy: Well, the return-to-work interview that was the fifth most effective. 

Every time we do this research, return-to-work interviews are featured 

and we know that they are extremely effective, particularly in 

managing short-term sickness absence. They can play the role of 

discouraging sickness absence but also allowing early intervention if 

somebody has been off on sick leave a few times. Conducting a 

return-to-work interview can help you to start uncovering the reasons 

behind the sickness absence. If it’s something like stress at work then 

it can start to be dealt with, or if it’s a condition then you know it’s 

about trying to access early intervention in terms of support either 

internally or externally to ensure that it doesn’t develop into a more 

long term problem. 

 A return-to-work interview should also allow for the individual to be 

brought up to date with what’s happened while they have been off. So 

there’s the work aspect and then there’s the wellbeing aspect and 

then there’s the procedural aspect to ensure that all the data is 

gathered correctly and that the individual’s welfare has been taken 

into account. 

 And then again, a return-to-work interview may have to facilitate quite 

a difficult conversation between a line manager and an employee. But 

the benefit of it being within a return-to-work context is that a good 

return-to-work process or procedure should have helpful scripts so a 

line manager can take an employee through a pre-set list of 

questions. 

Susan Dennehy: Yeah, because it could be quite a sensitive conversation that needs 

to be had, couldn’t it? [0:07:18.4] 

Noelle Murphy: Not only can it be sensitive. You also have to make sure it is 

compliant and that you’re not asking questions that you shouldn’t be 

asking. 

Susan Dennehy: It’s a balancing exercise, isn’t it? It has to be handled sensitively. And 

you hear a lot about support services that employers run and a lot of 
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employers are very proud of the services that they offer. Where did 

they come in the scale of least and most effective? Advice 

counselling lines, I’m thinking there, and employee assistance 

programmes. [0:07:42.5] 

Noelle Murphy: Yeah. This actually featured in our least effective ranking of absence 

management techniques. It was the fifth least effective absence 

management technique. 

Susan Dennehy: I think a lot of people would be surprised about that. Fit notes came in 

a few years ago. How does the fit note fit into all this? [0:07:59.7] 

Noelle Murphy: The fit note is something that since it was introduced, we have heard 

HR’s frustration with it, particularly around the adjustments that are 

suggested on the fit notes. Those who respond to our surveys tell us 

that firstly, they often have problems deciphering what is actually 

written in the fit note, so they can’t actually figure out what it is the 

doctor is suggesting. 

Susan Dennehy: The old doctor’s writing again! (laughing) 

Noelle Murphy: That’s right! But also there is a level of frustration around how 

practical the suggestions are. So a doctor might suggest something 

that isn’t really practical for the organisation or for the employee. 

Reasonable adjustments are a tricky old thing in their own right and it 

feels like doctors aren’t really improving that but really are just leading 

HR practitioners to become more frustrated with their suggestions. 

Susan Dennehy: And has that been improved at all by the Fit for Work service? 

[0:08:56.3] 

Noelle Murphy: The Fit for Work service is relatively new, so we would give it a little 

bit more time to settle in. It was quoted as the third least effective 

absence management technique. 

Susan Dennehy: And you hear a lot about wellness programmes and a lot of 

employers are now running wellness programmes for their 

employees. Did they figure at all? [0:09:13.4] 

Noelle Murphy: It certainly hasn’t been something that has been top of employers’ 

lists, no. But then a wellness programme can mean lots of different 

things to different organisations, and there would be very much the 

time lag there. A wellness programme is about proactively 

encouraging employees to take responsibility for their own good 

health, rather than dealing on a short-term basis with early 

intervention etc. 

Susan Dennehy: And probably again you can’t use a wellness programme in isolation. 

You’d have to look at all sorts of other things – work/life balance. And 

overall then, Noelle, what would you think is the message that came 

out of the survey? [0:09:47.5] 

Noelle Murphy: The key message that we’re taking from the survey is that while HR 

have recognised that line managers still aren’t performing in exactly 

the way they would like them to perform, they are making more efforts 

to train them and to give them training so that they can engage with 

tackling absence and their role in it more effectively. 
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 But I suppose alongside that, we’ve seen the first message around 

HR metrics and absence statistics and the role that they can play in 

not only measuring absence but also in managing it effectively. So 

that’s interesting, it mirrors what is happening in the function around 

the whole HR analytics. 

Susan Dennehy: Thanks very much for that, Noelle. You can see the full write-up 

under survey analysis’ and the detailed results of the survey under 

benchmarking.  

 That brings us to the end of this week’s podcast, which you’ve been 

listening to with me, Susan Dennehy. We are back again next Friday 

but until then, it’s goodbye from us. 

 


